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Five facts

.)

Shutter vision
UCF student shoots to a
spot in a prestigious
photo contest -SEE NEWS,A2

There are five big points to take
from baseball's opener -sEESPORTs,As
,1

GAP approved for SGA funds
Anti-abortion group allocated $1,000
MEGAN VANWAUS

Announcement ofthe
2010 SGA Presidential
Election results will occur
after our deadline.
Go to UCFNews.com for
the resultsJ as well as
photos, viaeo and
~action ofthe voting
victory.

Staff Writer

An allocation of $1,000
from the Student Government Association helped to
bring the controversial
Genocide Awareness Project to campus last week.
The display included
large signs and posters

depicting unborn or aborted fetuses along with
images of recognizable
massacres, including Cambodian killing fields, the
World Trade Center attack.
the Holocaust and other
acts of mass violence.
SGA Comptroller Shane
Chism said the SGA Financial Allocations for Organi-

THE GENOCIDE AWARENESS PROJECT

zations Committee allocated $1,000 to the group Students for Life in order to
pay costs for hosting the
project.
Students for Life is an
anti-abortion
student
organization on campus.
The group petitioned
PLEASE SEE

"The Genocide Awareness Project (GAP) is a traveling photomural exhibit which compares the contemporary genocide of
abortion.to historically recognized forms of genocide. It visits
university campuses around the country to show as many
students as possible what abortion actually does to unborn
children and get them to think about abortion in a broader
historical context."
- WWW.ABORTIONNO.ORG

COMPTROLLER ON A6

On Thursday:

Baseball takes on
University of Florida
by Carlos Pineda

On Friday:

Alumni ho~_qettogether in Winter Park
by Megan Donaghue

On Saturday:
,I

Students participate in
sales pitc~ competition
by Kim Shelpman

Engineers host SECME
competition for children
by Mike Clinton

Green fee
passes
legislative
first step

Uncover Thursdays---~---

Blend
Ap

Green Energy Fund
charges $1 per' credit

Aftertaking alook into the life ofthe late-night employee,
its time we shiftgears andcheckoutthe bartenders'tales.

RACHEL PURDY

-SEEVARIEIY, All

On Sunday:

Contributing Writer

KnightWalk for Babies
takes place at UCF
by Billie Hartl

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

Vote for Ortando1 best
food & entertainment

LOCAL &STATE, A2

Meet the Future staff in front of the Student
Union on Wednesday, March 3to
pick up a ballot for Orlando's
Finest. Vote for your favorite
restaurant, bar, club, golf course and
much more.

DOG FATALLY ATTACKS
3-YEAR-OLD, IS PUT
DOWN BY OFFICIALS
Marion County officials have
euthanized a dog that
investigators believe fatally
attacked a 3-year-old girl outside
her Ocala-area home. Authorities
say the girl was playing outside.

A bill that would allow Florida's
public universities to implement a
Student Green Energy Fund passed
its first test at the Committee on
Higher Education meeting on Feb.18
in Tallahassee.
Committee members unanimously passed Florida Senate Bill
778. Although the bill must pass
through three other committees in
the Senate, 12 UCF students celebrated their first victory in the Florida
Capitol
Stephen Mortellaro, a long-time
advocate of the Student Green Energy Fund and a UCF student, said he
was ecstatic after the vote.
"Students like myself have been
working for over two years to pass
this," Mortellaro said. "Making it
over this initial hurdle in legislature
is great."
The fund is designed to support
projects that increase energy efficiency on campuses. The bill proposes that Florida's public universities should be able to detennine the
PLEASE SEE

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

DON'T LET WORK
BEA PLACE OF
DISCRIMINATION
The Multicultural Student Center
along with the Office ofStudent
Involvement presents "Building
BLOCKS: Future Workplaces Free of
Discrimination," in the Key West
Ballroom today at 2 p.m.

TALENT GOES ON
SHOWCASE FROM
THE LEAD SCHOLARS
The LEAD Students Association is
hosting a talent show featuring
the best of the best from the
program.Everyone is invited.The
show is on Friday in the Pegasus
Ballroom and begins at 6 p.m.
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Student picked for activist conference
COURTNEY GILMARTIN
StaffWriter

Senior civil engineering
major Anna Pepper's experiences as a mother have motivated her to help families who are
suffering in developing nations.
"If my kids were ever hurt, I
just can't imagine not being able
to help them," the 39-year-old
married mother of two said.
'We're human, we're at the top
of the food chain and
we're all in this
together."
Pepper
was
accepted to attend
the third annual
Clinton Global Initiative University
conference from
April 16 to 18 at the
University of Miami.
She will be working
with nearly 1,500 students, university officials and activists
from around the
world to take action
on global challenges.
CGI U is modeled
Anna Pepper traveled to Haiti in
March 2009 to help build a

rainwater cistern.
COURTESY ANNA PEPPER

after the Clinton Global Initiative, which former President Bill
Clinton established in 2005 in
order to get non-governmental
organizations and global leaders
to talk about and confront the
world's most pressing problems,
such as education. poverty alleviation and climate change.
"President Clinton wanted to
start CGI because he really
believes in the capacity of everybody to give

back," said Keisha Senter, director of CGI U. "He also felt that
you don't have to wait until you
get to that level in your life, be it
with wealth or accomplishments, to give back in that way."
CGI U's young leaders don't
just discuss world issues; they
act on them.
"What distinguishes CGI U is
PLEASE SEE

GROUP ON A7

SIX ON A4

Conference
promotes brains
and beauty
COURTNEY GILMARTIN
Staff Writer

Almost 200 sixth, seventh and
eighth-grade girls gathered at UCF
on Saturday morning to learn
about careers in engineering, math
and science.
The College of Engineering and
Computer Science hosted the
Expanding Your Horizons conference, which gave students and
their parents the opportunity to
ask questions, listen to guest
speakers and get hands-on engineering experience.
Diane Johnson. a seventh-grade
physical science teacher at Comer
Lake Middle School and co-organizer of the event, said she hopes
the girls learned that they can be
both beautiful and brainy.
"I thought it was so valuable for
young ladies to realize that it is OK
to be a girl and feel attractive, and
be smart too," Johnson said. "Math
and science are cool, and engiPLEASE SEE
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CAMPUS
News and notices for

the UCF community

Don't let discrimination wor1<
The Multicultural Student Center, along with the
Office of Student Involvement, presents "Building
BLOCKS: Future Workplaces Free of Discrimination"
The event will offer an
opportunity to identify
workplace discrimination
and discuss the ways people can handle the situation
if they encounter it It will
build skills in leading
organizations in the future
by using practices that prevent discriminatio.Q.
The event is today from
2 p.m. until 3 p.m. in the
Student Union, Key West
Ballroom.
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Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
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0< the Unive!lity administration. All content is prOperty
of the Cenuolflorido Futureand may not be reprinted In
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News: Production Editor
Bianca Fortis x213

TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF student Aleksey Siman, a film major, placed as a finalist for Best College Photography, a contest sponsored by Photographer's Forum magazine and Nikon.

News.CFF@gmailcom

Talent on showcase by LEAD

•

News: Assignments Editor

The LEAD Students Association will host
a talent show featuring the best of the
best from the program.They invite
everyone to come out to the show with
special appearances from RU KUS,
Shimmy Knights and Glee Oub.There
will be raffle prizes such as gift cards to
local restaurants, the bookstore on campus and more.
It will be Friday in the

Justine Griffin x213
News.CFF@gmail.com

Online News Editor

•

Ashley Carnifax x213
OnlineCFF@gmailcom

Opinions Editor.

•

Jerriann Sullivan x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Sports Editors

Pegasus Ballroom from 6
p.m. until 10 p.m.

Ryan Bass and
William Perryx215

I·

•

Sport5.CFF@gmailcom

I

Variety Editor
Mike Balducci x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor

Student snaps spot in photo contest

LOCAL
&STATE

KERRI ANNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

you may have missed

Dog fatally attacks 3-year-old
girf, euthanized by police

Man arrested in TamJ)a for
wearing a clown mask
TAMPA - A Tampa
man is facing charges after
a deputy spotted him walking in a clown mask.
According
to
jail
records, Matthew David
Lopez was arrested Tuesday and charged with
wearing a mask or hood on
a public road over the age
of 16 and resisting arrest
without violence. Lopez
has been released from jail
on$750bond
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

LET US KNOW
The Future is working
to compile information
about organizations and
events in the UCF community for our calendar on
UCFNews.com and the
Around Campus section of
the paper.
If you know of any
information you or your
organization would like us
to include, send an e-mail
to Events.CFF@gmailcom

•

Photo.CFF@gmailcom

Staff Writers

Keep local with headlines

OCALA Marion
County officials have euthanized a dog that investigators believe fatally attacked
a 3-year-old girl outside her
Ocala-area home.
The American bulldog
was euthanized Tuesday
and officials told the Ocala
Star-Banner that some of
its remains are being stored
as potential evidence.
Authorities say the girl
was playing outside when
the dog attacked

Emre Kellyx213

1

With the click of his Nikon
D80, Aleksey Siman, a junior cinema studies major, won a coveted
spot as a finalist in the worldwide
30th Annual College Photography
contest.
His photograph was selected
as a contender for one of the eight
winning entries.
He didn't place in the top eight,
but his photograph will still be
published along with the other
finalists in an annual publication
by Photographer's Forum magazine and Nikon titled "Best of
College Photography 2010."
The magazine received more
than 1,300 entries, but will only
publish about 10 percent of the
submitted photos, according to
Julie Simpson, managing editor of
Photographer's Forum.
"I got into photography
because I want to be able to tell
stories and evoke emotions with
my photographs," Siman said. "To
become a good filmmaker, you
have to first become a good photographer, since the film is made
of thousands of photographs."
The College Photography contest has participants from more
than 900 college programs and is
the largest college photography
contest in the United States,
according to the Photographer's
Forum Web site.
"When I and my best friend
Ben Michel, whom I work in the
[film department] equipment
room with, found Photographer's
Forum magazine and looked at

some of the compelling images of
these professional photographers,
we immediately decided to get
cheap professional film cameras
from eBay to begin creating art,"
Simansaid.
·
Siman submitted four photos
to the contest in late November,
and found out in January that one
of his photos was chosen.
The photo features Ivon Cardenas, a UCF alumna, and Anjaly
Mandania.
"It was fun," Cardenas said.
"[Michel and Siman] were looking for photography subjects.
[Siman] asked me to pose for
them for a creative photoshoot a
while b~ck. I had seen his pictures
before and knew him from film
class so I was like 'Yeah, why not?'
After seeing his photos I was
excited to have been asked. They
were great."
The selected black and white
photo features Cardenas and
Mandania in summer dresses sitting in an antique truck while an
older woman in the background
looks on in disapproval.
"Thematically, _it is really
country-looking with the old
1950s truck," Siman said.
''You see a lady in the background gazing at them
trying to find out what
they are doing. I liked
that for the suggestion
of drama. There is a
lot of tension in the
picture, but you don't
really know why that
is exactly. It could be
because the truck has broken down or that they took the

truck without permission and are
about to get in trouble. You can
imagine pretty much anything."
Siman found the old truck and
requested permission from its
owners to use it for the one-day
shoot.
"The day of the shoot was so
hot," Cardenas said. ''We were
inside this truck that had no air
conditioning. It was a beautiful
old truck though."
Siman admits using his Nikon
camera was a bit challenging; he
is more accustomed to working
with film cameras.
· "I knew I had to set the mood,
set the composition and focus it
right for it to become just a matter
of taking the picture," Siman said.
For him photography is a mix
of talent and luck.
"I wasn't expecting to win anything, but I kind of had my hopes
up. Luck plays a big part of success," Siman said. "Talent and
luck are 50/50."
Siman said he plans to continue to test his luck and skill by
entering the contest
again next year
because he feels

Michelle Dendy,
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Renzulli, Christina DeParis,
Jessica Martin, Camille Thomas,
Tamra Martin, Jennifer Ross,
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Erin Drew, Rayma Jenkins
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LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Zero percent chance of
SUNNY

t
High:58°
Low:34°

rain. West northwest wind around
18 mph.
Tonight: Clear into the evening.
Northwest wind around 11 mph.

Friday

High:62°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:44°

Saturday

High:64°

T-SHOWERS

Low:41°

One free copy of the Central Rorida Future
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copies may be purchased from our office with
prior approval for S1each. Newspaper theft
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and criminal prosecution and/or
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Millionaire contestant deals with new fame
VALERI WALSH
Contributing Writer
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SAFETY TIPS

Fifth graders sat at
their desks in awe as they
watched their teacher, Ms.
Johnson, grace the television screen.
Kristin Johnson was on
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire? playing for $1
million.
"They think they have
a TV star in their classroom," said Kristin Johnson, senior elementary
education major.
Others have also considered Johnson to be a
star. Since she appeared
on the show Who Wants
to Be a Millionaire? on
Feb. 5, Johnson has
received Facebook messages from strangers.
Several of the messages were from a man
that graduated a year after
Johnson from the same
high school, she said.
Johnson said the man
recognized her on Who
Wants to Be a Millionaire? and sent her a message begging her to be his
friend on Facebook.
Never having ever met
the
man,
Johnson
declined
his
friend
request.
The man continued to
pursue her with countless
messages and friend
requests, Johnson said.
She continued to
decline and ignore his
efforts. At least she did
until her friends informed
her that her name began
appearing in the man's
Facebook status.
In his status, he asked if
anyone knew her or her
fiance, and if anyone had
Johnson's contact information.
Her friends were Facebook friends with the man
because he was a high
school
acquaintance,
allowing them to see his
status.

1. Use a private post office box.
Residential addresses of post
office box holders are generally
confidential.However. the U.S.
Postal Service will release a
residential address to any
government agency,or to persons
serving court papers.The Post
Office only requires verification
from an attorney that acase is
pending.This information is easily
counterfeited. Private companies
are generally stricter and will
require that the person making
the request have an original copy
of a subpoena.
Be sure to get a private mailbox
that is at least two ZIP codes away
from your residence. Use your
private post office box address for
all of your correspondence. Print it
on your checks instead ofyour
residential address. Instead of
recording the·address as "Box
123," use "Apartment 123." Ifyou
must use atraditional home
mailbox,make sure it has a lock.
GEORGE OEHL / CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

Kristin Johnson, an elementary education major, has received several Facebook messages from strangers since she appeared on an episode of Who Wants to Be aMillionaire?

Johnson polled her
friends using her status to
find out if they thought
the situation was serious
enough to change her
name on Facebook.
Her
status
read:
"Should I change my
name on Facebook to
avoid crazy stalkers?"
She received a unanimous "yes" from her
friends and for three days
Johnson could be found
on Facebook only as
"Kristin J-son."
Johnson did not like
her new name.
"That's not me," she
said.
She decided the man
was determined enough
to probably find her anyway. She changed her
name back and his messages stopped flooding
herinbox.
Johnson's fiance, Ben

Gamble said he considered Johnson's fan a stalker.
"Somebody saw [the
show] on TV and then
they went on Facebook to
try and find out because
he recognized us and
started sending messages," Gamble said.
But the stalker didn't
upset him.
"He was just being
weird," Gamble said. "It
didn't bother me."
Johnson said it didn't
frighten her because the
man lives more than two
hours away and her current address is not posted
on her Facebook profile.
Who Wants to Be a
publicist
Millionaire?
Tracy Miller said the
show does not generally
give any training to its
contestants before the
show airs on how to deal

with their new found
fame, but if a contestant
should encounter a problem the publicists are
available to give advice.
"[The
contestants]
have all of our contact
information so they can
be in touch with us afterward ifthey do have questions about how to handle
a certain situation," Miller
said.
The show did not give
a crash course on how to
handle this type of situation, but Gamble's father
warned the couple that
things like this may happen.
Still, Johnson never
thought anything like this
would happen to her.
"It's not like I won a
million dollars," Johnson
said. "Leave me alone."
Johnson does not like
to advertise that she was

on the show. She said she
doesn't like to talk about
her experience much,
especially to people she
doesn't know.
Johnson has received a
few other friend requests
from strangers, but unlike
the man from her high
school, their efforts ended
when Johnson declined
their first requests.
Johnson's
follower
seems to have put his pursuit on hold, she said.
The man still has not
contacted Johnson or sent
her a friend request since
she first changed her
Facebook name.
Now Johnson can
focus on her wedding
plans and her internship
at a local elementary
school.
Johnson will graduate
in May with a degree in
elementary education.

2. Do not file achange of
address with the U.S. Postal
Service.Send personal letters to
mends, relatives and businesses
giving them the new private
mailbox address.Give true
residential address only to the
most trusted fiiends. Ask that
they do not store this address in
rolodexes or address books that
could be stolen.

3.Sign upforyourstate's
address confidentiality program.
As of October 2007,28 states had
an address confidentiality
program,though many ofthe
other states and territories had
some mechanism in place to
protect victim confidentiality.
Address confidentiality programs
offer a nQ-{ost mail-forwarding
program that enables victims of
domestic violence and stalking to
protect their residentialaddress. A
few states limit the program to
just the driver's license or voter
records. ·
-WWW.PRIVACYRIGHTS.ORG

HPV Fact #13:
About 2 out of 3 people wi11
get genital warts after having

any kind of genital contact with
someone infected.
HPV Fact #11 :
"

You don't have to actua Ily have

sex to get HPV-the virus that
causes genital warts.

Why risk it
Visit your campus health center.
0MERCK
CopyrightC2010 Merck& Co., Inc.
All rights reserved. Printed u, USA.

hpv.com
21050004(40)-01nO-ORD
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Six Fla. universities at meeting Pageant winners
FROM

Al

assessment of $1 per credit hour to
contribute to the fund Every three
years, students would vote on this
assessment.
This enables freshmen to have the
same voice as seniors, Mortellaro
said '
In addition to UCF, five other
state universities had representatives
at the meeting: the University of
Florida, the University of South
Florida, Florida State University,
Florida A&M University and the
New College of Florida.
All of these schools, except
FAMU, have passed referendums
through student governments
expressing support for the Student
Green Energy Fund
Florida Sen Lee Constantine, R22, sponsored the bill because of its
strong support from students, especially those attending UCF who live
within his district.
"This bill is good for [the students], good for UCF and good for
the state of Florida," said Constantine, who is no stranger to green initiatives at UCF. As student body
president in 1974, he implemented a
student carpooling system
Constantine said he is optimistic
about the bill's future, but doesn't
want to create false hope.
"You can beg, borrow and plead,
but for many, this is not a top priority;• Constantine said
The bill, which was attached as an
amendment to another bill last year,
collapsed in its third round in the
Committee on Higher Education
Appropriations.
Last year, the committee's chairwoman, Florida Sen Evelyn Lynn, R7, voted against the bill in its first
round as a member of the Committee of Higher Education Last week,
the unanimous vote in favor of the
measure included Lynn's.
Constantine credits Mortellaro
for presenting compelling arguments that he said probably convinced Lynn to vote in favor of the
bill.
Aaron Alva, the Legislative Affairs
and Outreach Specialist for the Student Government Association,
agreed
"[Lynn] is starting to see now
exactly how the fund works and that
the fee is structured in that it gives

Green investments
~ustafnab/e energy has become s mainstream snd accelerating
investment sector, a new U.N. report suggests.
New Investments In
sustainable energy
(Total world, In $ billions)

Global Investment by
technology, 2007

43%-------

Wind

2004 •

24%
Biofuels 17%-__JOo_.....,
Solar

2005 -

33.2
58.5

2ooa ·11111·12.&

Biomass, waste

2007 - -

148.4

Growth
., +78%
+58%
+60%

Investment by country, 2007
Venture capital and private equity investments in clean energy
companies; selected countries

U.S.-----

In million dollars
$5,314

·- -~~ ... .. .. . . .... ~._5!~. ..

U.K.-1,887
France•
. .
. 882
Canada• 836

. Germany Ii°" Eiso
, Brazil • 658
Spain• 434

·1ndia I 265

• Renewable capacity
continuing to shift
away from Europe
and toward China
and the United States
• Only downturn Is
blofuels amid rising
concerns of feedstock
avallablflty, price and
env;ronmental
sustainability

China 1237
02008MCT
Source: UNEP, New Energy f'lnance report "Global Trends In Sustainable
Energy Investment 2008' Graphic: Jut1a Scheibe, Morten Lyhne

students the ability to vote whether
they want it, in order for it to move
any further;' said Alva, who traveled
with Mortellaro to Tallahassee to
lobby on behalf of protecting Bright
Futures and preventing budget cuts.
"Stephen did a commendable job."
In March, the Committee on
Finance and Tax will vote on the bill.
Its chairman, Florida Sen Thad Altman, R-24, is a proponent of the bill.
Altman, whose district includes students from UCF's satellite campuses
in Palm Bay and Cocoa, as well as the
main campus, said there was a "good
likelihood" the bill would become
legislation Unaware of any current
opposition,Altman did express some
uncertainty.
'~y time you talk about a fee, it's
a touchy situation, especially in the
economic environment we're in,"
Altman said.
But Altman said that gaining
Florida Rep. Robert Schenck, R-44, as
a sponsor for the bill in the Florida
House of Representatives is promis-

ing. Schenck is also an alumnus of
UCF.
Mortellaro said gaining a sponsor
in the House, establishing the Student Green Energy Fund as a standalone bill rather than an amendment
and speaking to members of Congress early on, is what sets this bill
apart from last year's attempt.
Mortellaro also said he hopes to
rouse more student support in the
upcoming months.
"The only way that this Legislature is going to pass the bill is by
demonstrating the vast student support that already exists;' Mortellaro
said. "If students weren't supporting
this bill, I wouldn't be supporting this
bill."
Mortellaro said he plans to graduate in May but doesn't plan to stop
lobbying. Florida's congressional session ends on April 30, so the bill will
be considered before he leaves UCF.
"The best graduation gift would
be seeing the bill signed by Gov.
Crist;' Mortellaro said

share experiences
neering workshop introduced students to the
design
neering is a field that has engineering
process. The girls learned
possibilities for them."
UCF engineering grad- about efficiency as they
uates Megan Clementi, worked in teams to build
Miss Florida USA 2010 paper dice by following a
and Janet Mcculloh, Mrs. specific set of instrucFlorida America 2009 tions.
More than 80 parents
kicked off the day's events
workshops
by talking to the girls attended
about how they became encouraging them to supinvolved in engineering port their daughters in
and what their experi- engineering, math and
ences in the field - and science careers and
in pageants - have been offered advice on how to
prepare them for the
like.
Clementi spoke about future.
"Parents are the cheerthe Future Female Scientist Award, an engineering leaders of their children,"
scholarship she set up to Johnson said. "They need
help aspiring female engi- to know so they can help
neers realize that being an encourage their children."
Diana
Wehrellengineer is "so cool."
"The stereotype of the Grabowski, a science edunerdy, dorky, glasses, cation consultant, led a
pocket protector, could- hands-on workshop that
had parents comparing
n't-be-Homecoming
queen · is not true," and analyzing shapes and
Clementi said. "The structures in nature, and
women in this room right then applying ,those
now are intelligent, beau- analyses to engineering
tiful and capable of being principles.
Parents heard presenanything you wish to be.
If you have a passion for tations by Clementi,
math and science, follow McCulloh and Joan Walleer of Orange County Pubyour passion."
Students also attended lic Schools. They also got
workshops led by UCF a tour of the CREOL lab
engineering students and and learned about educaprofessionals from local tional opportunities for
engineering
organiza- their daughters at a
tions, where they got resource fair.
Joyce Manrig's daughhands-on experience in
different engineering dis- ter, Noel, a seventh-grader at Chain of Lakes Midciplines.
The girls practiced dle School, was excited to
civil engineering during a be included in the event.
Manrig said she was
center of gravity workshop that challenged thrilled to attend and supthem to build the tallest, port her daughter as she
most stable tower of defied traditional gender
straws. They were each roles.
"Girls don't have to do
given 50 straws and the
strength of their towers home [economics] and
was tested by placing a language arts," she said.
golf ball on top for two "Women need to have a
more take-charge role in
minutes.
An industrial engi- the world."
FROM
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Comptroller says SGA unbiased in funding
FROM

Al

for $6,500 in order to bring
the project to UCF. The
FAO Committee approved a
total of $1,000.
Chism said the group
requested funding for
expenses including transportation, housing, staff and
volunteers, food and supplies, communication, training, education and mailing.
Erica Desanti, SGA senator and chair of the FAO
Committee, said Students
for Life has not been previously funded to bring the
Genocide Awareness Project to campus.
She said that while
groups shouldn't be denied
funds due to political stance,
the committee needs to
know the content that a
speaker will be bringing.

"The
organizations
should get promotional
materials approved through
the Operations Review
Committee in order to get
the SGA stamp of approval,
from now on," DeSanti said.
Surprised
by
the
approved funding by the
FAO Committee, specifically for training costs, SGA
Comptroller Shane Chism,
addressed the issue at an
SGA meeting held Feb. 18.
Chism recommended that
the senate pay more attention to funding.
Chism also said that SGA
remains unbiased regarding
which organizations and
events they financially support.
According to the committees of the senate Web
site, the FAO Committee is
responsible for overseeing

'It raised awareness and got people
talking. It gave the students an
outlet to discuss pregnancy and
abortion. What better way to start
the discussion than putting it.in
front of them and confronting
them with issue?'
- NICHOLAS DIDONNA,STUDENTS FOR LIFE PRESIDENT

the Senate Working Fund,
the Speakers Account and
the
Office
Supplies
Account. It allocates money
from these accounts to registered student organizations and hears all allocations and bills for events,
performances, etc. on campus.

Mark
Harrington,
executive director for the
Center for Bio-Ethical
Reform Midwest, said the
project has not received
financial support from
SGA or any campus
organization.
'We haven't been given
a penny," Harrington said.
The Center for BioEthical Reform is a multimillion dollar organization that funds and
organizes anti-abortion
projects, including the
Genocide Awareness Project.
"It is a privately funded

organization with some
very wealthy donors in

the Orlando area and the nancy and abortion. What
state of Florida," Harring- better way to start the discussion than putting it in
ton said
Students for Life presi- front of them and condent, Nicholas DiDonna, fronting them with issue?''
DiDonna said some
said that the project will
be receiving the funds students felt offended and
sometime this week after trappedbytheimagesand
paperwork is filled out felt the comparison of
between Students for Life, genocide and abortion
the Genocide Awareness was unwarranted.
''My response to that is
Project and the Activity &
Service Fee Business that the project was only
there for two days. It gave
Office.
Part of the funds that students those two days to
went to Students for Life put some time and conhelped finance a Pro-life sideration into their
Institute Night, held Feb. thoughts about abortion,"
12. Volunteers with the he said.
Despite some negative
Genocide Awareness Project taught those who reactions to the displays,
attended about how to DiDonna said he thought
discuss the issues with the evenfwent well.
·~ good portion of stustudents.
.
Many Students for Life dents on campus were
members helped volun- open to it and glad,"
teers of the project talk DiDonna said
DiDonna said genoabout the displays on
campus on W1;?dnesday cide is a crisis.
"Our intention was
and Thursday.
DiDonna said he felt never to rub that crisis in
the project benefited stu- students' faces, but to
show the similarities
dents.
·
"It raised awareness between abortion and
and got people talking," he genocide and to get them
said "It gave the students to consider the issue," he
an outlet to discuss preg- said.
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Vulnerable Haitians
Haitians will likely feel the effects of the earthquake for a long time as they
already had limited access to food, shelter, health care and other needs.

H~iti •

Dominican Republic

a Median, Central AmJCaribbean

•

•

•

Have their been times in the
past 12 months when you could
not afford to buy food ...

••• or provide adequate shelter
for yourself and your family?
51%

6()0.k

.

55%

-- 33%

.

22%
..Oo/o

--- ----... --- ---- -- .. -- --- --.. -... -. -- ---- ---- -- --- ---------- ---.. --- ---- ---- ---- ----- -- ------------ ---- -----Are you satisfied with availability
of quality health care in your
area?

·

Do you think health care Is
available to anyone, regardless
of their ability to pay?

-11%

22%

52%

52%

60%

62%

-- --- --... -......... - -.................... --------- --- -- -------- -. ------- --- -------- -- -------- .......... -------- - --- --------- - -- .
Are you satisfied with
the educational system
or schools?

Do you have friends, relatives
you can count on when you
need them?

35%

74%
71%
Source: Gallup surveys of 500 Haitians, Dec. 8-13, 2008; f!l<l!Qin or error: +/-4.7 pen:entag_e
points and 1,000 Dominicans, July 21-Sept. 2. 1009; margin of error: +/-3.6 percentage points;
surveys in Central American/Caribbean nations, June 2006-Sept. 2009; margins of error:
3.3 to 4 .8 percentage points
Graphic: Pat Carr ·
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Group picks 1,200
students to join effort
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we don't want you to
come and just talk about
why you're leaders and
:i,vhy you want to change
Jhe world - we want to
~ear how you're going to
o it," Senter said. "It's
ompletely about action."
~ Students are required
to make a Commitment
lo Action, a proposal to
fix a local or global problem, in order to attend
the conference.
CGI U selected 1,200
~tudents to att~nd this
year's conference based
bn criteria such as the
fll!lOVativeness and sustainability of their comb:ri.tments.
'. Pepper is the treasurer
bfUCF's chapter ofEngii

neers Without Borders
and said her commitment is based on a project EWB has worked on
since 2008.
The chapter is raising
$30,000 to build a clean
water cistern in Mare
Brignole, Haiti, which is
about 13 miles outside of
Port-au-Prince.
The closest clean
water source to Mare
Brignole is a spring that
is three miles away.
"Our chapter has been
committed to helping
people in Haiti since long
before the earthquake,
and we want to follow
through on that commitment," Pepper said.
Asaph Mauck, president ofEWB at UCF, and
three other students

from the chapter have
also applied to attepd the
conference in support of
their project. ·
· "[CGI U] will help to
guarantee the success of
the project," Mauck said.
"It's .an outstanding
source for networking
and fundraising."
The project is scheduled to be completed in
December, and although
Pepper is graduating in
May, she plans to remain
committed to the cause.
"Because I want to follow through with my
commitment, I'll continue to help the chapter
beyond graduation," she
said. "I feel very determined to follow through
on the promise I made to
the community."
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New-found patience a virtue
Duffy cutting down on strikeouts
RYAN BASS
Sportsfditor

SPORTS NEWS

ESPN SUSPENDS PTl'S TONY
KORN HEISER FOR REMARKS

BRISTOL, Conn. - ESPN has
suspended host Tony Komheiser from
his television talk show"Pardon the
lnterruption"for two weeks for
comments he made on the radio last
week about SportsCenter anchor
Hannah Storm's clothing.
Kornheiser announced the
suspension on his Washington D.C.
radio show Tuesday morning, calling his
remarl<s about Storm intemperate and
stupid.
"As the result ofthis, Ihave been sent
to the sidelines of PTI for a while;'
Kornheiser said.
In a written release Tuesday, ESPN
called Kornheiser's comments
inappropriate.
"Hurtful and personal comments
such as these are not acceptable and
have significant consequences;' said
John Skipper, ESPN's vice president for
content. ''Tony has been suspended
from PTI for two weeks. Hannah is a
respected colleague who has been an
integral part ofthe success of our
morning SportsCenter:'
Komheiser described an outfit Storm
was wearing at ESPN last week as
"horrifying;'saying her shirt was too
tight and looked "like she has sausage
casing wrapping around her upper
body:'
Kornheiser said he had called Storm
to personally apologize for the remarks.
"If you put a live microphone in front
of somebody, eventually that person
will say something wrong;' Kornheiser
said on his show Tuesday. "This was one
of the times Isaid something wrong'.'
Storm declined to comment, ESPN
spokesman Josh Krulewitz said.
ESPN has been troubled by a series of
workplace issues involving alleged
misconduct by its television
personalities, though they have
involved behavior offthe air.

BASKETBALL_..___

BRYANT HITS GAME WINNER
IN RETURN FOR LAKERS
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Hitting a gamewinning shot never gets old for Kobe
Bryant.
"Every time it feels like the first time;'
he said.
Bryant returned to lineup after
missing five games with an ankle injury
and made a 3-pointer with 4.3 seconds
left to lift the Los Angeles Lakers to 9998 victory over the Memphis Grizzlies
Tuesday night.
Bryant led the Lakers with 32 points,
including his team's final nine points.
His 3-pointer with 54 seconds left tied
the game at 96-all. His game-winner
came off an inbounds play 4seconds
after his layup attempt was blocked by
Rudy Gay.
"He kept making plays at the end of
the game;' Memphis coach Lionel
Hollins said of Bryant. "Great players
make great plays. You've got to give
him his due (but) it hurts'.'
Bryant's late scoring spree came after
the Lakers had missed five straight free
throws and trailed, 95-90, with 2:59
left. He began his nine-point run with a
jumper from the left wing with 2:23 to
go to trim the Memphis lead to 95-92.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Senior outfielder Chris Duffy, prone to strikeouts in years past, wentdown on
strikes just once in the Knights' opening series sweep last weekend.

Every time senior outfielder Chris Duffy stepped
up to the plate in past years,
the result was pretty simple.
He would either muscle
the ball over the outfield
fence or he would sit down
on three strikes. Through
three games this season, all
that seems behind the 6foot-2, 240-pound left fielder.
Duffy, who struck out
144 times his first three
years with the Knights,
pulled the ball to right field,
lined it the opposite way
and powered pitches over

the fence in this past weekend's series against Savannah State en route to a .600
batting average and a teamleading seven RBL
Head coach Terry
Rooney tabs Duffy's experience as a reason for the
difference in his confidence at the plate in the
opening series.
"When I say a mature
hitter, I think he is just
becoming a more advanced
hitter," Rooney said. "I
think he has a better feel for
his swing, a better feel for
his body, and he has put on
some good weight, and he
is stronger. I'm hoping
everything is starting to
add up for Duffy to become

the type of consistent hitter
that he needs to be:'

High expectations
Coming out of Cypress
Creek High School in 2006,
Duffy was looked at as a
centerpiece to building a
program in Orlando.
He had high praise,
being selected in the ninth
round of the 2006 Major
League Baseball draft by
the Chicago White Sox,
and he produced in his first
two seasons, averaging
about 32 RBI and hitting 16
home runs while batting
.282.
The Achilles' heel for
Duffy had been his strikeouts, which seemed to
PLEASE SEE

DUFFY ON AlO

5thingsto take away from

OPENING WEEK
Plenty of power in
201 oKnights' lineup·
WILLIAM PERRY
Sports Editor

Coming off a sweep of Savannah State

in the season-opening series this past
. weekend, the Knights showed signs of
greatness and also some areas of concern.
Here are the five things to take from opening weekend:

1. The Knights have plenty of power
In UCF's sweep of the Savannah State
Tigers, the Knights belted six home runs,
and those long balls didn't come from just
one or two players.
Senior outfielder Chris Duffy had two,
sophomore catcher Beau Taylor had two,
and senior outfielder Shane Brown and
freshman second baseman Austin Johnston each had one.
Several other players put good whacks
on balls that were caught deep in the outfield, too.
Duffy wasn't kidding before the season
got underway when he talked about the
depth of power the Knights have - a
scary thought for UCF's opposition,·
lmowing at any time, any player cap. go
yard.

2. Owen Dew could emerge as UCF's ace
Dew threw five shutout innings in his
debut Friday and was pulled only because
Rooney wanted to get a few other pitchers

some work as the Knights were up 7-0
after four innings.
Dew came out firing, pinpointing his
first six pitches for strikes en route to
striking out the side, and he faced no real
threat from the Savannah State offense.
And when he did allow two base runners
in the second inning, he was able to gririd
it out to escape unharmed.
And by no means is Dew, a junior college transfer, a stranger to being the top
guy on a staff.
At Seminole State College last year, he
threw 911 innings in 14 starts, picking up·
eight wins, four complete games and 81
strikeouts and, oh by the way, was drafted
by the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim in
the 33rd round of the 2009 MLB Draft

.

3. Ronnie Richardson is just what Knights
were looking for
Young hitters tend to be far less disciplined than seasoned veterans, and the
trqe test usually lies in whether a young
hitter has the ability to be patient at the
plate.
With seven walks in three games,
Richardson proved to be wise beyond his
years.
In addition to tremendous speed and
base-stealing ability, he showed a good
eye for locating pitches against the Tigers
pitchers and got on base to give the meat
of the order RBI opportunities - something he must continue to do in order to
get things going for the Knights in future
contests.
PLEASE SEE

TAYLOR ON A10

WILLIAM PERRY I Cl:NTRAL FLORIDA EUTURE

UCF's Beau Taylor is 8 for 12 with two HR and five RBI
afterthe ~son-opening series against Savannah State.

Early picks: Yankees, Phillies the class of 2010
The frost has barely
melted and that wonderful time of year known as
Spring Training is less
than a month away from
kicking in.
It's a bit early to make
in-depth predictions, but
most of the contending
teams are entering cainp
with a good idea of what
their starting nine is
going to look like. Keeping that in mind, I've
given some early predic-

MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

tions and pointed toward
some studs to look for in
2010.

AL East: It's hard to bet

against the Yankees. Curtis Granderson is a definite upgrade on Melky
Cabrera and Brett Gardner, despite Granderson's
down year in 2009. A
solid rotation - albeit a
bit injury prone - and
continued dominance
from the pen could give
the Yanks their second
AL East championship in
as many years. Look for
the Rays to improve
quite a bit, though.

No team in baseball
performed as far under
their Pythagorean as the
Rays last season. It'll take
turnarounds from B.J.
Upton and Pat Burrell,
plus solid seasons from
Wade Davis and David
Price, but the Rays look
to be a top-3 team in the
AL.
Top-3 prospect in all
of baseball OF Desmond
Jennings getting the promotion this year won't

hurt, either.

Division MVP:Evan Longoria, 3B, Tampa Bay
kays
Watch out for: Matt
Wieters, C, Baltimore
Orioles

'

AL Central: A bunch of
mediocre teams battling
it out until the last day of
PLEASESEE
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UCF.enters home event offfirst win in 8 years
RYAN BASS

the Hurricane Invitational, the Knights were in
ninth but then climbed to
third after 36 holes before
nabbing the top spot on
the final day.
"I am so proud of this
team," head coach Courtney Trimble said in a
press release after the
tournament. "We battled
all day after a tough start
- Valentina was plus-six

Sports Editor

Coming off its first
tournament win since
2002 with a victory at the
Hurricane Invitational
last week, the UCF
women's golf team is gearing up for some home
cooking this weekend at
the UCF Invitational.
After the first round of

through nine, and Elisa
(Aoki) was plus-four
through 11- but they kept
battling back. They did
exactly what they were
supposed to do to give the
team a chance to win.
"It took a total team
effort, but they did everything that we asked of
them as coaches, and I
couldn't be happier."
UCF will now turn its

focus to its own invitational, which will be held
Monday and Tuesday.
Fifteen of the top 100
schools in the nation will
be in attendance, including eight teams that made
the NCAAs last year in
Baylor, Costal Carolina,
College of Charleston,
East Carolina, Furman,
Georgia State, Texas A&M
and UCF. Other big name

·Underrated Rockies will win west
FROM A8

the season makes for
great baseball. Despite
the emergence of Joe
Mauer as a perpetual
MVP candidate, I can't
call the Twins the division favorites just yet.
The White Sox rotation
of Jake Peavy, Mark
Buehrle, Gavin Floyd and
John Danks is just plain
scary, but their offense
leaves much to the imagination. Wlld prediction:
The Indians finally pull
together a string of solid
starts and take the division behind Grady Sizemore, Matt LaPorta and
Shin-Soo Choo.

Division MVP: Joe
Mauer, C, Minnesota
Twins
Watch out for: .
Austin Jackson, CF,
Detroit Tigers

Al West: For the first
time in more years than I
can remember, the 2010
Angels don't look to be
the tops in the West. The
Angels signed Hideki
Matsui to man the outfield with Torii Hunter
and Bobby Abreu, which

raised the average age of
an already elderly corps.
The Mariners, however,
have made a significant
batch of upgrades,
including Cliff Lee,
Chone Figgins, Milton
Bradley and Casey
Kotchman. Add their
offensive additions to a
rotation with Felix Hernandez, Ryan RowlandSmith and perhaps a
finally healthy Erik
Bedard, and the Mariners
look pretty good.

Division MVP: Cliff Lee,
P, Seattle Mariners
Watch out for: Neftali
Feliz, RP, Texas Rangers

NL East: Sorry, but for
the second or third year
in a row, this looks like a
one-man show. The
Phillies are still the class
of the NL, and until the
Mets look to get younger
and solidify their rotation they're not going to
compete. Fortunately,
rebound years from
David Wright and a full
and healthy team will at
least make the Mets
respectable. Hard to see
them do anything but
battle Florida for third-

place, though.

tion dominance.

Division MVP: Roy Halladay, P, Philadelphia
Phillies (He was that
good in the AL ... just
think about the damage
he'll cause in the NL.)

Division MVP: Albert
Pujols, IB, St. Louis Cardinals (Who else?)

Watch out for: Stephen
Strasburg, P, Washington
Nationals

NL Central:Another
year in one of the most
predictable divisions in
baseball is probably
going to end just as predictable as last year: Cardinals win the division,
Cubs underperform,
Pirates and Astros
remain terrible.
St. Louis has one of
the strongest rotations
in baseball (assuming
Carpenter and Wainwright stay healthy) and
no matter how bad the
offense is, Albert Pujols
will again be the only
bat worth mentioning.
The Reds may actually
pull it together this year,
but don't bet your life
on it. Big years by
Homer Bailey, Edinson
Volquez and Johnny
Cueto could rival the
Cards in terms of rota-

Watch out for: Joey
Votto, IB, Cincinnati
Reds
NL West: Brad Hawpe
has silently become one
of the league's best right
fielders, and behind an
underrated offense that
includes Troy Tulowitzki, Dexter Fowler, Carlos
Gonzalez and Todd Helton, look for the Rockies
to take the West.
The Giants may end
up with the best rotation
in the bigs, however, if
their cards fall in place.
Top prospect Madison
Bumgarner is joining
Tim Lincecum, Barry
Zito and Matt Cain in
what could be a dominant attack.
If only they had an
offense ...
Division MVP: Justin
Upton, RF, Arizona Diamondbacks

schools include Nebraska,
Oklahoma, Miami and
USF.
The tournament also
features a field that
includes five of the top 50
individuals in the country
and 13 of the top 100 and
will also mark the only
home event of the year for
UCF. The Knights will
play in three more invitationals before the Conference USA Championships
on April 18.
The Knights hope to
continue their success in
the tournament after posting some solid numbers to
start the seasoIL The team
currently has a 77.09 team
stroke average under firstyear head coach Trimble
after posting a 78.22 aver-

age last season. The
Knights also already have
posted 13 par or better
rounds through 12 rounds
this season after having 17
through 30 rounds in
2008-09.
Individually, players
have been recognized for
their success as well.
Freshman
Carolin
Pineggar was named CUSA Women's Golfer of
the Week for shooting a
final round 69 and tying
for seventh overall at the
Hurricane Invitational.
Five different Knights
have also finished in the
top 10 of an event this
year, and UCF hopes for
more of the same in the
UCF Invitational next
week.

UNIVERSITY
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Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com

Watch out for: Pablo

Most Insurances Accepted

Sandoval, INF, San Francisco Giants

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)
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Brown's advice helping Duffy
FROM

AB

come simultaneously with
the long ball
Duffy's
focus
has
changed through the fall and
into the season in an effort to
cut down on the Ks.
"This year, I am trying to
cut down on my strikeouts,
because in the past years I
have struck out a lot," Duffy
said "I am just trying to put

the ball in play and focus on
going opposite field a little
bit more when I have two
strikes and also battle up
there when I have two
strikes."

Friendly advice
He didn't have to look far
for some good advice.
Duffy's teammate and good
friend Shane Brown has had
success at the plate for the

Knights in recent years and
offered advice to help Duffy
become more confident
They worked countless
hours in the batting cages
together, even taking cuts
late at night
"Shane Brown, I have
learned a lot from him,"
Duffy said 'We would be in
the batting cages in the middle of the night sometimes
[just taking hacks]. He is a

good example to follow as
far as hitting. I see how he
keeps it simple and how
fluid he is, and we both
work."
After last season,
Rooney made sure Duffy
knew he would have to
compete in the fall to keep
his job.
With the influx of talent in the recruiting class,
Rooney made it clear
Duffy had to work hard in
the fall
"I told him at the end of
last season when he came
into the lineup this year
that he is a senior and he is
going to start the year out
in the lineup, but we have
WILLIAM PERRY / (J:NTR~l FLORIDAfUTURE
a lot of talent on this team Chris Duffy hit two home runs in Saturday's 14-4 victory against Savannah
and you are going to have State. Through three games, Duffy has struck out just once.
to earn your position,"
Rooney said. "He earned plate. He knows the type a zone to hit it
"The difference so far
it, and he had one of the of player he is and how
best falls and preseasons much his power means to this season is that Chris is
of any of our players, and his own game and the identifying what those
pitches are and what those
obviously you are seeing it Knights as a whole.
now."
"I think Duffy is a guy zones are, and that's his
that needs to be aggres- experience and maturity
No Power Outage
sive," Rooney said. "He as a hitter that's coming.
Despite his growth as a needs to find his pitch. Last year, you would have
player and a hitter, Rooney Guys that hit the ball out seen him swing at a lot of
doesn't want too much of the park are guys that pitches he didn't swing at
change from Duffy at the look for a pitch or look for this weekend"

•

•
•
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•

•

Taylor is star on the rise
FROM

AB

4. Beau Taylor has star
potential
Over the weekend,
Taylor was unstoppable,
going 8 for 12 with two
home runs and five RBI,
while slugging a modest
1.167.
Not to mention following Saturday's game,
Taylor pointed out how
the ball looked as big as a
beach ball when he was
up at the plate - a rather
nice advantage to have.·
As a freshman, Taylor
was UCF's third-leading
hitter with a .335 average

1~
I

1
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and yet was seventh on
the team in total at bats.
However,
Taylor's
ability isn't just limited
to when he has the bat in
his hands. He also has an
uncanny ability to rifle
down base stealers,
throwing out two during
the weekend and 26 last
year.
Good
thing
the
Knights have him for
three more years.

5. This is just the beginning
Uie season is just
underway, and a difficult
schedule awaits the
Knights this season.

UNIVERSITY OF
FOR

ST.

HEALTH

The Knights took on
No: 5 Florida on
Wednesday in a onegame clash, face top-10
powerhouses in Rice and
Miami as well as ranked
East Carolina and Southern Miss squads later in
the year, plus a USF team
that was ranked a season
ago.
Needless to say, the
road to Omaha is not
going to be easy, but if
the Knights can battle
their way ·through, then
at season's end, they'll
have definitely earned
any hardware they are
granted.

.
•

•

AUGUSTINE

4

SCIENCES
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•
Join us in beautiful St. Augustine, Florida to /eam about
how a career in Physical ~rapy or Oc:a,pationol Therapy
could change your life.
Attend our Open House to meet whit the facvhy and.
studems of the University
St. Augustine (USA}. View
hands-on demonstrations, leom about the continuously
growing professions of Physical and Occupational
1herapy,.ond take o tour ol our beautiful St. Augustine, FL
campus.

of

USA is o graduate institution that focuses solely on health
science education. h is our mission to provide professional
development to health care providers through innovative
and individualized educatiotL We look forward to meeting
you on campus and sharing with y;,u all that our

university has to offer.

•

•

To RSVP, please visit us at www.usa.edu and dick on the
·&ents· tab. If you have any further questions.
please call Kelly Hart at (800} 241-1027 ext. 233.

•
•
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AUSTIN FOWLER

•
I

Columnist

He is your
cool foul
and
awesome
uncle Bob

•

I

•

•
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Jacqueline"Naz" Perez serves the bar at FUBAR. Astaple of the local bar scene, FUBAR has already seen a crazy few months despite its young age.

--'

Bartenders deal with dancers, parents and T-Pain
MIKE BALDUCCI

Former

Variety Editor

'

A bartender should expect
some wild stories going into the
job. A bartender probably won't
expect, however, T-Pain bailing on
a $200 bar tab.
Such is the life of a UCF-area
bartender.
As part of our recent series on
the world of late-night employees,
we've talked to a few of the latenight partyers' best friends (and
sometimes caretakers): the bartenders.

SGA President

Logan Berkowitz' wildest stories: 'The main point is people
will do just about anything for free
alcohol"
'We've had a couple of people
who work at UCF, maybe professors, who get too drunk and we
got to get cabs for them."
"People's parents come in and
get trashed and we have to carry
them out"
"Someone claimed to own
Library. We're a small business
we've all known each other
for six years. We
just

laughed in their face and got security to escort them out."

Weirdest lost items: ·~ girl's
padded [bra enhancers]. Sometimes we'd only find one and we'd
wonder where the second one is."
'We'll find one shoe in a bathroom stall and we always wonder
how they left with one shoe PLEASE SEE

HAPPY ON A13

-

Knight Library
Most popular mixed drinks:
Berry vodka and Sprite, whisky
and Coke
Most popular shot~ sort of
bomb - Jager, Irish, etc.

Celebrity.
Our country is obsessed
with it With the fast-paced
world of e-mail, blogging
and texting, we can keep up
to date with all the comings
andgoingsofHollywood.
These phenomena are
the lifeblood for the careers
of Perez Hilton, TMZ and,
hey, even me.
Through these channels, we get a sneak peak
into the lives of people we
listen to on the radio, watch
on television and mock in
everyday conversation (I'm
looking at you, Kanye).
Well, last Saturday, I was
fortunate to meet my second celebrity live and in
person: Bob Saget.
For those that are curious, the first celebrity was
Kurtis Blow. I met him at a
work function a while back,
and he's the most famous
rapper you've never heard
of. But, hey, 'Those are the
breaks." If anyone catches
this pun, then I owe you a
high five.
Seriously, though, I was
fortunate enough to watch
Bob's stand-up routine and
meet him backstage after
the show for a chat.
A couple of thoughts on
the experience:.
l There were 15 or so of
us backstage in a small
room at the Hard Rock
Live, and the bathroom was
connected to the room, so
if you had to go, there was
no hiding the fact that you
were going into or coming
out of the crapper.
The first person to bite
the bullet was this cougar.
She comes out of the bathroom just as Bob enters the
room and shakes his hand,
and I'm 100 percent positive she didn't wash her
hands. Viewing this scene
was pretty much on par for
PLEASESEE

.,

BOB ON A13

ST answers

LOST questions

Jacob's identity tops list of Solving the numbers, Sayid
confusing LOST questions and F,gyptian hieroglyphics
JACOB HOLMBERG
Contributing Writer

•

Some students are talking
about Student Government
Association elections, while others, pun intended, are more concerned about the midterms that
have seemed to sneak up on us
overnight.
But the one thing that is more
important than any SGA election or GPA-booster is the fact
the final season of LOST is on.
The writers.of the of the show
claim that questions will be
answered in this final season.
So far, some think that there
have been more questions raised
than answered. We talked with
some LOST fans about what
questions they most want to see
answered before the series ends.

Sarah Joseph, English literature major: "I want to
know how exactly Sayid came
back to life and why he is alive
now."

Kayla Smith, marketing
major: "How exactly does Jacob
choose the people and give them
the specific numbers? Yeah, I
know that the numbers correspond with certain people, but
why did Jacob choose these specific people?"

Luke Domeck, hospitality
major: "Who is Jacob really?
Every week it seems like there
isn't enough time to give a good
answer. Maybe they should
change one-hour episodes to
two."
PLEASE SEE

IS MR. EKO ON A12

JUSTIN SANAK
StarffWriter

LOST has begun its sixth and
final season, and expectations are
that the enigmatic show will finally begin to answer all the questions it has raised.
But so far, it hasn't done a
great job of doing so.
With only eight episodes left
to go in the entire series, the show
is giving us far more questions
than answers. Already it has
introduced more mythology, yet
another set of Others and an alternate time line, which some call a
"flash-sideways."

The Future spoke with some
students to get their predictions
on what will happen during the
remaining episodes. Spoilers are
below, so if you are not fully
caught up on the show, stop reading now.

Andrew Stapleton, marketing major: "The show is related
to Egyptian mythology. It's a basic
story of good versus evil. The
island is a mythical place, but it's
real because we believe in it"
'M the characters are brought
to the island because they are
chosen to be gods. Each of them
represents a different side of
humanity, and each of them is a
candidate to become an incarnation of a god.
''Jacob and Easu (the assumed
name for Jacob's nemesis, named
after the biblical character) represent good and bad, taken religiously
or
philosophically.
Richard is the messenger god; the
PLEASE SEE

DEIFICATION ON A12

A12
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AISLE SEAT

Deification, return ofJacob predicted
FROM

A11

t.

ters are just going to wake
up, or the whole thing's a
giant spaceship, and they're
going to find their way into
it."

liaison between Jacob and
the Others. In the battle
between good and evil, I
think good will ultimately
prevail.
Samantha
Talbert,
''.As far as the love story anthropology major: "I
goes, I'm hoping for Jack think Sayid is evil. Someand Kate to be together. If body took over his body.
Jack doesn't get Kate I think Whatever thing took over
he's going to become a Claire took over Sayid as
mess. Sawyer will stay on well.
the island; he's supposed to
"I think that Jacob will
be there. Right now he's somehow come .back.
being tempted by evil, so Maybe it will be through
we'll see what happens somebody else. Maybe it
there.
will be.Hurley, just because
"It's a crazy series. I just everyone likes him."
want it to be over already so
I can see if what I was preKimberly Rockwell,
dicting was anywhere close psychology major: "I
to the truth."
think there's nothing mystical or crazy about the
Travis Knight, psy- island. It's just a special
chology major: "We don't island.
know if Jacob's dead or not,
"Remember how we saw
so I don't really know what that Sayid was forced to torEasu's motive is. I don't ture and kill people for Ben,
think he's dead, but Easu is and how he later went back
doing something. Sayid is and shot him as a child? Ben
deemed not-Sayid at the was taken to the Others, and
moment, and I think he they said they could fix him
could be Jacob.
but he would never be the
"I have two theories as to same again. I think that the
what the island is. Either it's same thing it happening to
all a dream and the charac- Sayid in the temple. Sayid is

(J)uncati Sliei
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THE CRAZIES (R)

David Dutton is sheriff of Ogden
Marsh, a picture-perfect American
town with happy, law-abiding
citizens. But one night, one of them
comes to a school baseball game .
with a loaded shotgun, ready to kill.
Another man burns down his house
after locking his wife and young son
in a closet inside. Something is
infecting the citizens of Ogden
Marsh ...with insanity. The few still
sane find themselves trapped

f

,

Directed by: Breck Eisner
Starring: Timothy Olyphant, Radha

Mitchell, Danielle Panabaker, Joe Anderson, Brett Rickaby, ChristieLynn Smith, Preston .Bailey, Joe Reegan, Justin Welborn
f

COURTESY ABCSTUDIOS

They may not all be alive in the currenttimeline, but the cast of LOSThas been responsible for huge ratings, confusing
questions and wild theories for six seasons.LOSTis now in its final season and looks to tie up all loose ends.

still Sayid, but before all the
horrible things he had to do.
He's somehow regained his
innocence.
"The point of the flashsideways is to show that
even ifthe characters hadn't

crashed on the island,
their lives would still be
connected somehow. It's
a statement on fate.
"I want to know what
was up with Widmore
and why he wanted the
island so badly.
"Juliet's alive in the
real world. Right before
she died, she told Sawyer
'It worked.' I think she
merged with herself outside the island and was
able to tell Sawyer it
worked."

·Aryiel
Astolfi,
anthropology major: "I
don't think the Egyptian
things have anything to
do with the storyline. I
don't know the history of
Egyptian myth, but they
like to throw in weird
stuff from all over. There
are a lot of strange things
on that island.
"I don't know what's
up with the island, but I
don't think they're off
Earth, and they're not
dead."

Is Mr. Eko now
possessed, too?
FROM All

Andrew Stoutenburg, civil engineering major: "I definitely
want to see all the
episodes from previous
seasons line up with this
one so that when I go
back and watch them I
can see why certain
things happen and it all
makes sense."

want to know what
makes all these people
candidates. And what
happened to Mr. Eko?
Because he never really

COPOUT(R)

Two longtime NYPD partners on the
trail of a stolen, rare, mint-condition
baseball card find themselves up
against a merciless, memorabiliaobsessed gangster.

t

Directed by: Joe Wright
Starring: Bruce Willis, Tracy Morgan,

Adam Brody, Kevin Pollak, Guillermo Diaz,
SeannWilliam Scott, Jason lee, Ana de la
Reguera
(

(R) 12:15 1:00 3:20 5:00 7:007:4510:00 10:45
12:40am

The Crazies .
(R) 12:25 1:35 3:154:05 7:308:0010:1010:50
12:50am

Shutter Island

died, he just got consumed by the smoke
monster. Is Mr. Eko now
one of the disguises that
the Smoke Monster is
able to impersonate?"

Michelle
Hall,
nursing major: "I'm
wondering what happened that Claire n eeded to be healed. Are
both her and Sayid going
to be crazy?"

(R) 12:2012:551:30 3:30 4:004:40 7:157:35
8:1510:2010:5511:40

Percy Jackson &the Olympians:

The Lightning Thief
(PG) 12:30 1:25 3:25 4:15 6:50 7:50 9:35 10:25

Valentine's Day
(PG-1}) 12:40 2:503:40 7:25 9:50 10:35
12:45am
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio
12:006:55

TheWolfman
(R) 1:204:358:209:4011:0S 12:3Sam

,,

Dear.John
(PG-13) 12:50 3:457:4010:lS 12:55am

From Paris With Love
(R) 1:10 3:50 8:1010:30

David
Cording,
is Walt? Why is he so interpersonal commuimportant and special if nications major: "I

Stephen Herrera,
interpersonal communications major: "I

CourtesyWarner Bros. Pictures

(.opOut

Melissa
Mage,
music major: "Where
he is just going to disappear forever?"

(,

think it's super interesting that what happens in
the alternate universe
now ·seems to be the
same as it was in the real
world, like Jack's father
turning up missing in
transit. I just want to see
how the two realities are
going to be connected in
the end."

Edgeof Darknes.s
(R)4:509"55

When in Rome
(PG-13) 12:05 2:30 7:30

Tooth Fairy
. (PG) 12:4S 3:55 7:20

The Book of Bi
(R) 1:154:457:55 11:00

Avatar: An IMAX 3D Experience
(PG-13) 12:103:35 7:0510:40

Avatar in Digital 3D
(PG-13) 12:35 2:45 4:106:30 8:05 10:05 11:35
- Listings for Fliday, Feb. 25
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• Meet Faculty
• Consult with
Academic Advisors
• Discuss Financial :Aid
• Learn more about
Bachelor's and
Master's Degree
Programs
• Enjoy Refreshments
• Win Door Prizes

•
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•
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UNIVERSITY
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Perry's Ocean Edge Resort
2209 S. Atlantic Avenue

Daytona B~ach, FL 32118
·

800-447-0002

www.perrysoceanedge.com

El Caribe Resort &
Conference Center
2125 S. Atlantic Avenue

Daytona Beach, FL 3211 8
866-663-4882

www.elcaribe.com

I,
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A happy hour, a rough night

•

,

FROM A11

•

somebody walking barefoot around Library," said
bartender Max Palombo,
hospitality major.

•

Palombo's
stories:

wildest

''When we have girls
dance on the bar. little do
they know that within 30
seconds, they are getting
tidal waved with water - no
exceptions. You dance on
the~ you get soaking wet.''
COURTESY AUSTIN FOWLER

•

Bob Saget's raunchy and explicit stand-up act belies his channing and affable
personality, making it hard not to like the guy, much like columnist Austin Fowler.

FUBAR

'Bob being Bob:'
raunchy and crass

drinlc Long Island

Most popular mixed

FROM A11

the entire night: toilet
humor, literally and figuratively, that was genuinely
funny.
2. He was very
approachable. I guess that's
why I don't feel weird calling him Bob instead of Mr.
Saget.
That, and the fact that
he actually introduced
himself as Bob when I
shook his hand - Like
people in the room didn't
know who he was.
At frrst I thought it was
a joke and almost chuckled, but I realized he was
being friendly and just
being himsel£ Bob being
Bob.
It's refreshing after the
fact. You know full well
that if you met Bret
Michaels it would go
something like this:
"Hi, I'm Bret Michaels
of the Bret Michaels Band
and formerly of Poison,
one of greatest rock bands
to ever grace the stage, and
I've made many a women

'

•
•

•

•
"
•

'

•

swoon with famous ballads. Don't remember?
Hand me a guitar."
Yeah, that's why you're
playing county fairs and
getting fired from Celebrity Apprentice. But then
again, I guess that's Bret
being Bret: a washed up
has-been still ''rocking" the
same lame blonde hair,
bandannas and T-shirts he
bought from Walmart.
3. I've never heard so
many funny jokes about
the male sexual organ in
one sitting. I don't know if
it's bad that I laughed so
hard about it, or if it's
worse that Bob told so
many, but for whatever reason, it just worked. I got to
thinking about it and wondered if he actually wrote
all ofhis phallic jokes down
somewhere.
Is there just a folder at
his house full of penis
humor?
Either way, it was a
memorable experience.
And don't let the penis
jokes fool you: "Danny
Tanner is Not Gay."

Most popular shot:
Washington Apple

Bartender Rob Rutner's wildest stories: ..The
T-Pain story . . . I was bartending and he was in my
section with the Zeta girls,

and we set up the whole
back area for them. T-Pain

1

likes Irish Car Bombs and
shots ofJager, and he racked
up a $200 tab and we were
expecting at least a $100 tip.
He literally says word for
word, 'Ok, next bar!' and he
and his entourage, his posse,
his girls, they get up and go
to Scoop and do the same
thing there."
"Two girls after Happy
Hour got up on a table and
started undressing. Keep
in mind this is after Happy
Hour, so this is like 8:30
p.m., and they were plastered that early. They were
in their sports bras and
spankies, and they weren't
the best looking."
''I had one guy come in,
look at all these people at
the bar, and say, '10 shots of
Patron!' $100 bar tab in 10
minutes."
"Girls falling off bar
PHOTOSBY GEORGE OEHL/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
stools isn't that exciting FUBAR has only been around since October, but it's had its fair share of late-night,alcohol-fueled hilarity. Aguest
but I've seen it at 4 or 5 appearance byT-Pain hasn't hurt the bar's reputation, but has put a hurting on its wallet
p.m. Some girls pass out
face-first at the bar and friends leave."
to drink beer from martini than drinking Bud Select
don't leave until their
"I had two girls wanting glasses ... nothing classier from a martini glass."

'

March 12th - 14th

•

•

Orange Co.Convention Center
l!H!#Nlle!4# 011£tf!ITO:: GEORGE PEREZ
•
DICK GIORDANO • JIM CALAFIORE • DAVE DORMAN • JOE B6Nlr.EZ
AMANDA CONNER , ADAM HUGHES • FRANK CHO • PAUL P·1 R
MARV WOlfMAH • DON ROSA • GREG HORN • CASEY JONES
PHIL NOTO • BARBARA KESEL • MIKE MCKONE • GRAHAM NOl:AN
OLMER COIPEL • CHRISTIAN SLADE • ANDY SMITH • JIMMY·PALMIO_IT_
.~-..."'""""""-;,-t_;~ -~~ ~
GREG LAND • DOUG MURRAY • BlllY TUCCI • ETHAN VAN SCIVER
_,,.
SERGIO CARIELLO • JIM CHEUNG • BRIAN STELFfiE81!AURA.MARTIN • DAN PARENT
CHUCK DIXON • ROB HUNTER • JUSTIN GRAY • TONY BEDARD .~~M'~~ENNA • JOE JUSKO
ALVIN LEE • MIKE PERKINS • ERIC CANETE • STEPHEN PERRY • BRANDON PETERSON • MIKE CHOI
SONIA OBA(I( • NELSON DECASTRO • DREW GERACI • DEXTER VINES • GEORGES JEANTY

.,,-.
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LEVAR BURTON• ROBERT PICARDO
BRENT SPIN ER • LEA THOMPSON
JAMES HONG • KEVIN SORBO
·KRISTANNA LOKEN • JEREMY BULLOCH
CHERAMI LEIGH • MARIA DE ARAGON
ELLEN DUBIN • NICHOLAS COURTNEY
NICHELLE filCHOLS
RAY PARK
BILLY DEE WILUAMS
CHUCK HUBER • NEIL KAPLAN
RICHARD HATCH • VIRGINIA HEY• ROB DEMAREST• PffiR MAYHEW • DAVE BARCLAY
SONNY STRAIT • CLAUDIA WELLS • DARREL GUILBEAU • DAVID ACORD • MATTHEW WOOD

• •
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OUR STANCE

Offensive photos
miss the point
F

or two days last week
the Genocide Awareness Project set up
shop in the free speech areas
near the library and in front
of the Student Union. Consider yourself lucky if you
missed the nauseating display.
GAP travels around college campuses displaying
photo-murals that display
pictures of aborted fetuses
next to images of the World
Thade Center attack and the
Holocaust.
The organizers and supporters of this project claim
that the GAP raises awareness about abortion. As one
of the largest college universities in the country, we find
it hard to believe that there
are students at UCF who are
unaware of abortion.
They also claim the project prompted students to
take time to consider abortion and their stance on the
controversial topic. We disagree strongly with this
assumption. All this display
did was gross students out.

The GAP shocked students instead of counsel or
convince them. We doubt
anyone came to the conclusion that abortion is a form
of genocide because they
were too busy getting away
from the offensive images.
Many r:,tudents were so
disgusted with the display
that they called or visited
the SGA offices demanding
to know why the GAP program was on campus. The
Students for Life, a pro-life
organization on campus,
helped organize the GAP's
visit. They also petitioned
the SGA Financial Allocations for Organizations
Committee for $6,500 to
help pay for the event. FAO
only approved $1,000.
Despite our disdain for
the GAP's methods of educating the masses, we understand and agree with the
FAO's decision.
Its job is to allocate
money to organizations on
campus in a fair manner. If
abortion rights organizations
needed money for a similar

event they would probably
approve their costs.
Being upset with the FAO
is like the GAP's display pointless. If you are a student and want to change the
displays on campus, you
should address the organizations responsible for
requesting their presence at
UCF.
You could take the time
to write them an e-mail
explaining that their shocking photos did not make you
contemplate your opinions
on abortion.
If you are a student who
is a member of Students for
Life, you should take the
time to listen to your fellow
students.
Your opinions and
thoughts on abortion are
decided and declared. You
are attempting to convince
students to open their minds
to your opinions. Try sharing them through an educational seminar or a personal
conversation in place of the
box truck with giant pictures
of aborted fetuses.

Fresh idea in the
equality fight
E

artier this month,
dozens of married
couples gathered in
Central Park to protest the
votes against same sex marriage in the New York and
New Jersey legislatures.
The couples were showing their support for the gay
community with their
pledge of "UnMarriage"
until same sex couples were
offered the option of marriage.
Their protest idea is creative, catchy and necessary
if they hope to grab attention and eventually votes for
same sex marriage.
Providing equal rights for
same sex marriages is not
going to happen without
. some support from their
heterosexual supporters.
The ongoing trial to overturn California's Proposition
8 shows us how staunch the
opponents of same sex marriage can be in their pursuit
to protect their idea of marriage.

The gay community must
be equally steadfast in their
struggle for civil rights.
The event was meant to
mimic regular weddings
with guests dressed in formal attire while flowers
adorned the heads of the
married couples. After the
250 participants made their
vow to fight for equal rights
the Rev. Billy Talen from the
Church of Life After Shopping, who presided over the
mass ritual and lead his
choir in a chant-like song.
The gospel choir sang
"Sexual fear stops here!
Freedom to love starts
here!" The ritual of New
York married couples was
interesting and attracted a
tremendous amount of
media attention with articles
in the New York Daily News,
Village Voice and USA
Today.
Rev. Talen and the
Church of Life After Shopping usually focus on anticonsumerism endeavors.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

ON UCF~EWS.~QM''

·

ASF Budget Committee
spurs debate

Both tickets gear up for days
of campaigning

Seeff clearly doesn't know much about
the A&SF meetings. In the debate, Kilbride
asked him why he hasn't been to any of
them. Seeff said he didn't know when they
were taking place, and that he would start
attending now that Kilbride brought them
to his attention.
Seeff has a lot of nerve to make the comments he makes about these meetings ifhe
doesn't even know when they're going on.

The Interfraternity Council ONLY
endorsed Kilbride/Lochrane. Daniel/Kevin
only received 2 VOTES to be endorsed and
it was from the fraternities they are a part 0£
It says a lot when the fraternities don't
even endorse the Greek Ticket.
Daniel/Kevin are a joke and this proves a
lot.

•

- ANONYMOUS

I feel like it is the most ignorant statement for him to say that he did not apply
for a position because the SGA insiders
already knew who they would pick. Kevin
did not apply for it because he knew he was
not qualified. point blank.

•

But, we are not sure how
effective Rev. Talen will be
with his outdoor, massive
weddings that declare
"UnMarriage." The people
at the ceremony obviously
agree that denying gay couples the rights that heterosexual couples enjoy is a
civil rights issue, but we are
unsure if they convinced
any outsiders.
It is hard to say that many
new advocates were gained
from the marriage in Central
Park on Valentine's Day. You
could easily label the entire
event a publicity stunt.
Regardless of the label
attached to the project, it
was inspiring to see enthusiasm from supporters of
same sex marriage.
We hope to see more
action raising support for
gay couples in our community. UCF has a high number
of married students for a
college. It would be great to
see a similar event of
"UnMarriage" on campus.

- ANONYM085

-IFC

NORML AND COLLEGE DEMOCRATS DO NOT SUPPORT SEEF/WOLDENFELD NO MATTER WHAT THEIR
LYING CAMPAIGNERS SAY!

,
I
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DON WRIGHT / TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
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Word problems ar~
textbook ridiculous
selves, decided "Someday
Have you ever asked
when that little darling
yourself why on earth a
C
grows up, she's going to
textbook is $200?
go to college and get a
I was always asking
proper education. her old
myself that question.
granddaddy's going to see
too.
On one side, I
to that" and scrimped and
thought it was a comsaved, for what would
plete racket, a horrible
prove to be Jane's grandmonopoly. Then the
father's last 15 years, so
other side, the side I got
that she could have a betLACY PAPADEAS
from my mother, said,
ter life, and instead of getGuest Columnist
ting out a pen and paper
''Yes well look at all the
<.
ha.rd work that goes
and writing a thank you
into writing a textbook; you know
letter to her sweet grandmother,
if you wrote one yourself, you
she gets out a pen and paper to calwould ask a hefty price for it too."
culate exactly how much the old
I'm no longer tom on this issue
lady put away so she could deterhowever. It's because textbook
mine, at the very minimum. how
publishers are the greediest, most
much cash she'll get when she
despicable humans on earth. I have finally croaks?
0
hard evidence.
What's even more pathetic is
First problem in my engineering that I don't think the author's
economics book: ''.A new college
included this problem to try and
graduate has a job with Boeing
brainwash us. I think they included
Aerospace. She plans to borrow
it because they honestly believe
$10,000 now to help in buying a car that this is how normal people
..." Really? Is that the extent to
behave.
()
which they integrate economics
Though I haven't read the book
and engineering? I will admit that
in its entirety, God only knows
it did make me feel more connectwhat else they have in there.
ed to the girl in the problem, but I
Your mother was having chest
don't think that's supposed to be
pains and your father drove her to
the goal of an economics word
the hospital. The pain was getting
exponentially worse so he had to
problem.
Then I come across the next
drive 40 mph faster than the speed · -.
sample problem: "Last year, Jane's
limit. A police officer, who has a
grandmother offered to put enough drinking buddy that is an engineer
money into a savings account to
for NASA, pulled him over and
generate $1,000 this year to help
·didn't believe the chest pain story,
pay Jane's expenses at college. (a)
so your father was arrested.
Identify the symbols, and (b) calcuThe bail is $5,000; you're the
late the amount that had to be
only one that can bail him out
because your mother died. (a) How
deposited exactly one year ago to
earn $1,000 in interest now, if the
much money would you lose or
rate of return is 6 percent per year." gain, in penalties and interest, if
So let me get this straight. Jane's you cash in your six-month CD?
grandmother, who probably can
(b) Use Excel to graph both
barely see the check that she and
options. (c) Which option makes
her husband had promised themthe most fiscal sense?

MAN ON THE STREET
T HE

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

,

Which SGA candidates
are you voting for?

t .

EMILIA HALIKMAN

KAYLA BARKER

NEIL RUBERT

Health care administration, Junior

Information technology, Freshman

Micro & molecular biology, Senior

"Daniel and Kevin, because
they are better looking than
the competition."

"Daniel and Kevin, I like that
they want to make SGA totally
transparent."

"Michael and Taylor, they will
be good representation, and I
have known Kilbride since
high school."

1

- ANONYMOUS

Wolkenfeld alleges
impeachment threats

Nice... after the hell Kilbride put Greek
This is one of the saddest attempts I have
Council through as their "at large" member,
ever seen from a candidate to bring down
he has the nerve to take the at large spot for
their opposition.
students on as£ talk about double standards_

rl

(

-RIDICULOUS

- ANONYMOUS

,

MICHAEL BELL

JONECIA MAHAN

JOSHUA WALLACE

Miao & molecular biology, Freshman

Political science, Sophomore

Communic.ations, Sophomore

"Kilbride and Lochrane, I
looked up both tickets' issues
and found that they have been
in office before."

"Kilbride and Lochrane, because
they support diversity and multicultural initiatives, and their
experience speaks for itself."

"Kilbride and Lochrane
because of their green initiatives, such as the carpooling."

t

•
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classificds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: ll825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

Online, phone, fax.
in person:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

mi, HELP WANTED.
!~ General

100
Ean Exira Mire;
Sb..dnsnea:18l/>S/>P. Ean LP

b$1filpa-~bei"ga~
Sh:Wlr.1'«>~
BARTENJERS WAN@)_

$a'.Xla~~-1'«>

~ Nec:essa)( Tf<ri"g
f'ro.idoo. ftga 18 + 0< 00)-005.
652lx107.

Pres:hxilScmdftga
~ Dev nstnJ:b'.
~re:iessc¥y.

.km@~

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
HelpWanted:General
C
Help Wanted: Part·r1111e C
HelpWanted:f11n-rnne C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
ForRentApartments
B

100
125

1so

Monday • Friday

17S
200

9a.m.•5p.m.

'225

407-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/dassifieds

Ra:ped Cal 1-3)}7224791

'

PAYMENT METHODS

1

250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: llomts

~
I

,

A
A
B

.m
3SO
37S

400
S00
600
700

800
900

Apartments

t

1
7
r

o.e- 25 ~ ~ & : I I T
1/lSit dl)ro,m>.nett> ~

We have an mrneciate

!

Last room avail forckm, quet
and resp. anoror grabde
studllntln lmmacl** ~ home
near UCF. $400ti,o. + 1/.3 util
Nopel8piea9e;Avei.~
Cal 407-i'O&al98.

AsrodaE.Tosp:)Si!alwibe
~ b' hxxu1s
Rereivatmird~acrg

v.ih other~ itJ'mls
s.rll a s ~ md
pa-ymns, Jl\()()8$ ! r d ~
b a i l ~ SEn1 rea.rnesb

-

•

kalherile.m.hoomn.dr@na-.y.ml

HIRING

•

•
•

..

'

2 rooms avci, $525mih eerl1,

BEAUTFlA..Fum 1/1 Apt.
avail ID rent ID a M 8ludent
$610mo. First mordh fr9a.
Rental Is all irdualW. Covers
all ll'lleRlies 1 minute away
from UCF Canpua on Alafaya
lit. Call 954-W-6111 or
e-mail pilncejw23@aol.com

LIFEGUARDS6 needed with current American
Red Cross Certification and CPR
for the Professional Rescuer

POOISIDE SERVERS-

SERIOUS STUDENT

We ore looking for personable team·
players with positive, cooperative attitudes
and a wilingness to learn. We offer o
compe1itive hourly rote and free employee
meals.

212. Cassetieny Coo:b
Al ~ rd, IX)Ols, 1itooss oo.ta'.

t

'

I
5
I
I
8
,
5
+
2 4

r'
!

2..

4

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

~

3

'

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

L

I

1

I

$460'mo. util. net Incl.
call Zach 239-789-63i11

UCFtf\JE ORLANDO

FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

By Gery Stelnmehl

2 Kay Thompson's

Impish six-yearold
3 Mobile maker
4 William the pirate
5 Hamm of soccer
6 Switch positions
7 River fonmlng
part of
Genmany's
eastern border
8 Betty Ford
Center program
90owsout
1O Prefix with tiller
11 Sleeping aid
12Apop
13 Jigger's 11/2:
Abbr.
18 Clear and
convincing
19 High Court count
24 Poker holding
25 Condescend
28 Big louts
29 House call?
31 Partner of words
32 Gay leader?
34 Unilever laundry
soap brand
36 Like a whip?
38 Train guide
39 Continental

52 Word processor
setting
54 Mad Hatter's
drink
55 Fjord relative
56 Like some bio
majors
59 Daphne eloped
with him on
'Frasier'
61 Shower gifts for
brie lovers?
65 Word that can
precede each
word ih 17-, 38and 61-Across
66 Ctucial artery
ff7 Regarding, to
counsel
68 Fesses (up)
69 Watch secretly
70 "J~st a coupla

Cdorial Pone l.J.wiy JI¢
1 & 2 Becrooms Free WAJ, ~.
1itooss emu, i:m:,s.
2300 Ecm Ci: 407-679-©l1
Downbwn 1/1 Ole rrin. la<e eola.
1-isDt Dis1Ji:i $595iro, $200
sec. 1-adv.wd flis, water ild. 1
JJOOD1 pis Cal 407-353-2613

FREE
NEWS
ONYOUR CELL PHONE

42 Hawaii's "Valley
Isle'
43 Midwestern
landscape
44 Ring setting
47Car,ying
capacities
51 Pavement

warning

jen}1'Ml@gnai.wn

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700
www.studentwork.com

queues?

Room for rent i1 42 home In quet
Alafaya Woods nin. from UCF.
Phone, Cable, Broimband. Mu&t
Jke anhms. Fenced Yard.

ConYeriErt bca1icx1. $!rota,

•

ffl':I FORSALE:
l

~ Automotive

DOWN
1 Get ready to go

Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.
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Last issue solved
40 Gin and tonic

garnish
41 Away from the
coast
42 Roast hosts, for
short
45 Sport_! family
vehicles
46 Equal 10, with
"the"
48 Actress Dahl

49 No-calorie cola

50 Gets fresh with
53 Dizzy's Jazz
57Wine list
heading
58 Fishing craft
60 Cow-homed
goddess
61 Comic Margaret
62 Cutoff

63 From
B basic
step
64 Fled or bled

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

FOR SALE:
[m:,
~ General
DISCOlMID PET EXAMSAMJ
VACCINATONS. Blrg tis a:1.1"1
pri::ed va:xmior6 Sab.Jday's. 1/2

RV1999WJTYibq;J~22F
Cooo'l has<rly71050 rries. flJI
size bed, g-eatcxnial, wna
~ $4700 rcrna all:iod,®rnsn.·
oom / 4073867693

~ exmis Too.Wed l..oca!ed

cetm FrrYJgersinOvieoo.
407-300-7323 wm1.DNvro:J.;.re

1m

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AREYOUBUIGUAL?
Mm,y cmeer opporb.rities
exist for quallied lntspielels
and lnl'lslMors. Come allend
011' lntroducby mmsrfor
µIt $40 and 888 if you have
what it takes. 4Ul oT7 4155
www.lnlerprae--bWing.com

From:44636

•

© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

1 Quick kiss
5 Bond player,
sevenfimes
1O Confiscated auto
14 End of a Ironton
game?
15 Back list
16 Court cry
17 Detectives
assigned to
unsolved
mysteries?
20 Buddy boy
21 Calls, In a way
22Waste not
23 Navig. guide
26 Quarterback
Fioethlisberger
27 Stable diet?
30 Soak through
33 Siesta shawl
35 Local groups
37 Start of a theory
38 lntenmlsslon

Ean $2J--OO per tn.r:
Con1a::I us at 407-'792-00iB

1 needed to assist in supervision
of poolside staff and events.

•

suldolku

·i

ACROSS

~ n800SSIYY 'Ni mi.

8 needed, no experience

••

1

!
I

~

CROSSWORD
~needed.l'tl

HOSPITAllTY INTERN -

•

6 3 ,.1
-- ' 8 '

-

l

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

150

rd. al utiioos, <ied.v, v,raess
i1IEme!, 15 rri7 tom lx:F,
ocrrm.n im, ~ pa1<, et
rd. Cal a,y1ine 561-346-W!J

•

2

·l 2 3
J9
I

!19
513

$9

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average retuni of over 85%
• Reachmg UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
•Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

4·-

5 18

necessary

•

·-

Rate(

liateB
$}3

$9
56

First issue:
Each addl issue:

8

6 t --

~net

Ean$40S100i'g a~il a
mby1rang w:ieogane.
F«m:re mmai:in a-10 sgi LP

t

I

1

Seeia-g~b'4rol'
~rese!ldiexpel1'1'elt

"--·-

j

-

Rate A

I

1l

Toe Ciy ct ™3ci) is lffg
I.reg.ads b' h3 &.rrrner
Seas::11

need b'hxxu1s RElOeMtll

RATES
- -

~--

Rate
ForSale:AutOIIIOtM B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Services
B
Anilouncements
A
Travel'
B
Worship
B
MiSO!llaneous
B
Wanted
B

Atff.JAL COfv'iMUNfTY SALE
FEbtsy'Z/&287~@
'3700 P!i'n 'kley Dr, off <J N
/J,J;k;a.Tr. 3 mies Nci UCF
tud'eds ct ilBms. Furn.re ct
al ki"ds. S m a l ~
l..ims. AnlqJes &CXlledi:Jlss.

The Sina l.olise Kkl. M.Jder DJ'
t Robert Ya'i - JaTie has been
assigled DJ' t i s ~ fahlr,
Siron M!g.Js, and sprirua
rrmer, HslEll, t) clearl4J Ire
fUT1M gablge lett<MJrfi'om
W'.litl w.r n. ('Mkroaft) Sok:! on
Amazon.wn !rd Barnes !rd

Aloo Hg md !rd ctii<s.
Deaels a-e welcXlme!!!I
&may specials.

Noble

[~TRAVEL
EW-iAMAS SPRll'G BREAK
C,on-plele5-0ay~
from $189.AI ~ ro.de
~cruse a-xi t'ola.
www.B!nama&nrom

For Real
Pain Therapy...

•

OOCHJ67-6018

Thera-Gesic1t Pain Cream .

•

It Really Works ... Compare and SAVE.

i

-

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?
SUMMER JOB
SUmmerJobs

•

••
••
•

.

'2400• CO-Ed Camp •

(eutral Jloriba ,Utmt
Receive FREE, real-cime news and alerts on your cell prone from the Central
Fiorida Future. just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a l;st of
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in
the know while on ti'1e go!
*Carrier text messaging rates apply

Eight Vleeks

Room and Board Included '81 Paid to
YI TIie florlda Bies Ya&IIII &amp (FEYC)
needs male 111d female SmnmaP &amp I
CGmiselors ages 18 and FEVC ts an 1
overnight camp IDCatBd off ol
y4501
,FL

I

Pie contact Krys
800-521-18'73 ext 251
352-455-4297.

at

A16

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

Feb. 25, 2010 • £tnttal s=Ioriba Juture

'

*
PLUS $29.99
MONTHLY DUES
Excludes tax if any.

'
( ,

NO LONG-TERM
CONTRACT REQUIRED!
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